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ABSTRACT 1 

This paper aims to study the effect of the size of pristine graphene (PRG) particles on the 2 

compressive and tensile strengths of cement-based mortars and to gain better understandings 3 

of the mechanism behind the enhancement of these properties. PRG industrially manufactured 4 

by the electrochemical process with a variety of particle sizes including 5µm, 43µm, 56µm, 5 

and 73µm was used at the optimal dosage of 0.07% by weight of cement binder. The results 6 

indicate that mechanical strengths of cement mortars at 7 and 28 days considerably depend 7 

on the size of PRG. The mixes with size 56µm and 73µm show significant influence on both 8 

compressive and tensile strengths of cement mortars, which increase approximately 34.3% 9 

and 30.1% at 28-day compressive strengths, and 26.9% and 38.6% at 28-day tensile strengths, 10 

respectively. On the other hand, the mix with size 43µm of PRG addition exhibits a significant 11 

increase only in tensile strength, and there are no significant effects on either compressive 12 

strengths or tensile strengths of the mix containing 5µm particles. The observed enhancement 13 

in the mechanical properties of cement mortars by large PRG sizes is attributed to the 14 

improvement of cement hydration level, the reduction of cement particles’ distance in cement 15 

gels because of the effect of van der Waals forces between PRG sheets, and the most important 16 

from the mechanical adhesion forces between PRG sheets and cement gels. The results from 17 

this study indicate that PRG is not only a promising additive in practical application for 18 

building materials to improve the current drawbacks of cement composites, but also a feasible 19 

option to support the reduction of cement mass used in cement composites, which could 20 

reduce the CO2  footprint and amount of CO2 emission into the atmosphere. 21 

Keywords: Pristine graphene; Cement mortar; Mechanical properties; Acceleration; 22 

Microstructure.          23 
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1. Introduction 24 

The most commonly used materials in the construction industry are cementitious composites. 25 

Although they are strong in compressive strength, they are weak in tensile and corrosive 26 

properties [1]. Researchers have proposed different approaches to improve their properties 27 

such as plastic and carbon fibers [2, 3], nanoparticles [4], carbon nanofibers and nanotubes 28 

[5, 6]. However, these additives are unable to effectively improve properties of cementitious 29 

composites due to limitations in bonding and arresting microcracks [5-7]. Moreover, the core 30 

component of cementitious composites, which is Portland cement, is also one of the factors 31 

contributing to a major amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere that causes 32 

greenhouse gases. Global Portland cement production is estimated at 4 billion tons per year 33 

which the largest man-made material in the world [8-10]. It was reported that one ton of 34 

Portland cement production could release about one ton of carbon dioxide [11, 12], which 35 

accounts for about 7% of CO2 release globally [8, 9, 11, 13]. Therefore, developing 36 

approaches and new additives to improve the properties of cement composites and reduce the 37 

amount of cement consumption in order to decrease CO2 emission have attracted significant 38 

research interests. Improving only 1-2% in the reduction of CO2 release by enhancing 39 

properties of cement composites could make a significant contribution to climate change. 40 

To address these problems, several measures were explored by researchers such as 41 

improving cement plant efficiency or using supplementary materials [4, 14, 15]. There have 42 

been intense studies in using supplementary materials to enhance properties of cement 43 

composites and reduce the mass of cement consumption with many publications in recent 44 

decades, including using fly ash, ground granulated blast furnace slag, nanoparticles or 45 

graphene materials [4, 16-20]. Among them, graphene and its derivatives (i.e. graphene oxide 46 

(GO), reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and pristine graphene (PRG), as two-dimensional 47 
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materials, have shown the great potential for improving properties of cementitious materials 48 

owing to their outstanding properties of high mechanical and conductivity properties, large 49 

specific surface areas and aspect ratios [16, 18, 21, 22]. These studies showed graphene 50 

additives could significantly enhance key properties of cement composites such as 51 

compressive and tensile strengths, chloride penetration, and electrical conductivity [16, 18]. 52 

However,  there is a significant differences in structural, chemical, mechanical and electrical 53 

properties of these graphene materials, While difference of GO which is oxidized graphene  54 

is well known the differences between rGO and pristine graphene are not  well described in 55 

papers as both termed as a graphene (nanoplatelets, flakes, sheets etc). The pristine graphene 56 

(PGR) made by electrochemical process from graphite preserving its original pristine 57 

structure has different properties compared with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) also prepared 58 

from graphite but in different way treated by harsh acid and oxidants to make graphene oxide 59 

followed by thermal or chemical process. This process  is causing a significant level of defects 60 

and less crystallinity which are relevant for their application in construction materials.     61 

For instance, in GO studies, Li et al. [23] showed that incorporating of 0.04% GO into 62 

cement paste produced a 14% improvement in its compressive strength at 28 days, and there 63 

was no positive effect on its compressive strengths when the incorporation of GO below 64 

0.03%. Another study performed by Wang et al. [24] reported that cement paste and cement 65 

mortar with 0.05% GO additive showed the highest enhancement rates in their compressive 66 

and flexural strengths, which could increase by 40.4% & 90.5% and 24.4% & 70.5% in 67 

compressive & flexural strengths of cement paste and cement mortar at 28 days, respectively. 68 

Although a significant process has been made in studying the effects of GO additives on 69 

properties of cement composites, the mechanism between GO and cement composites in the 70 

strength improvement has not been studied in-depth [18].  Few studies have recently explored 71 
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the influence of oxygen functional groups from GO on the mechanism of the intermolecular 72 

interaction between GO sheets and the cementitious matrix, resulting in the improvement in 73 

the properties of cement composites [16, 25, 26]. Besides, the effects of different GO dosages 74 

and sizes on microstructures of cement mortars were also revealed in the study performed by 75 

Sharma and Kothiyal [27]. They showed that the mix with a smaller GO size (i.e. 100nm) 76 

improved compressive strength by 86% at 1% GO concentration. This improvement was more 77 

than that of using the larger GO size (i.e. 900 nm) at the same dosage, which was improved 78 

by 63% only. This enhancement was explained by the effects of a larger level of oxygen-79 

functional groups (e.g. carboxyl, hydroxyl) of GO with the smaller size compared to those 80 

with the larger size, resulting in stronger chemical adhesion forces between them and cement 81 

gels in the cement matrix [16, 28]. 82 

 In the case of PRG additives, recent studies on a combination of PRG and cement 83 

composites have shown great potential in strength improvement in PRG-cement composites 84 

[16, 18].  These studies were mainly focused on the effects of dosages with limited numbers 85 

of studies revealing the influence of other parameters such as the sizes, number of layers, 86 

functional groups and the mechanism of the strength improvement of cement composites. In 87 

the study performed by Wang et al. [29], which only compared compressive strengths of 88 

cement mortars between the control and the mix with 0.05% PRG, compressive and flexural 89 

strengths at 7 days of the mortar with 0.05% PRG was respectively improved by 8% and 24%. 90 

Another study with four different PRG concentrations (i.e. 0%, 2.5%, 5.0%, and 7.5%) 91 

performed by Du and Dai Pang [30] showed that the incorporation of PRG into cement 92 

mortars could considerably decrease water penetration depth whereas there were insignificant 93 

effects of PRG on compressive and flexural strengths of cement mortars, which was due to 94 

the agglomeration of PRG coming from the high PRG dosages rate used. In 2019, Tao et al. 95 
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[31] combined cement mortars with five different PRG dosages (i.e. 0%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.5%, 96 

and 1%) and revealed that 0.05% PRG additive was the optimal dosage and could respectively 97 

improve compressive and flexural strengths of the mortar at 28 days by 8.3% and 15.6%, 98 

however, the strengths started decreasing when PRG dosages over 0.05% owing to the 99 

agglomeration of PRG.  100 

Even though these studies show a strong dependence of the properties of cement 101 

composites on PRG dosages, the mechanisms of this dosage dependence have not been clearly 102 

explained. Additionally, unlike GO, rGO and PRG sheets (PRGs) have very few oxygen-103 

functional groups that indicate a different mechanism to enhance the cement matrix, which is 104 

likely based on friction adhesion forces between PRGs and cementitious gels [32]. Also, all 105 

the studies on PRG-cement composites from the literature have used PRGs with the average 106 

size varying from 5µm to 25µm [16, 18, 29, 31], with no study has been exploring how an 107 

ultra-large size influences on strength improvement in PRG-cement composites, together with 108 

revealing its enhancement mechanism. Our previous study [32] was the first study 109 

investigating the effects of dosages using the ultra-large PRG size (56um) on mechanical, 110 

microstructural and physicochemical properties of cement-based mortars. The study showed 111 

that at the optimal concentration (0.07% PRG), compressive and tensile strengths at 28 days 112 

of the mortar mix with PRG size 56um could enhance 34.3% and 26.9%, respectively. The 113 

study also revealed that the strengthening mechanism of cement mortars with the ultra-large 114 

PRG size was mostly due to friction adhesion forces between PRGs and cementitious gels. 115 

Compared with GO materials that have high levels of defects, high costs and environmental 116 

impact in production, and weaker mechanical properties [33, 34], PRG materials have low 117 

levels of defects, stronger crystalline and mechanical properties and can be produced by an 118 

environmentally sustainable process in high quality at industrial scales with much lower costs. 119 
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Therefore, PRG materials are expected to be more acceptable to be applied for building and 120 

infrastructure materials. This is a strong motivation to have more studies on the effects of 121 

other parameters of PRGs on properties of cementitious composites.  122 

To address the above-mentioned research gaps, this study aims to explore the effects of 123 

different PRG sizes, which was industrially manufactured by an electrochemical process, on 124 

compressive and tensile strengths of cement mortars. The objectives of the study not only 125 

consider a range of PRG sizes including 5 µm, 43 µm, 56 µm, and 73 µm on these properties, 126 

but also evaluate their effects on physicochemical and microstructural properties of the 127 

mortars. The outcomes of this study will provide better understandings of the strengthening 128 

mechanism of compressive and tensile strengths of cement mortars, which is still lacking in 129 

the case of research of PRG-cement composites. The results of this study will contribute to 130 

future studies on using PRGs as additives in cement composites to enhance the performance 131 

of construction materials. The reduced mass of Portland cement in the binder of cement 132 

composites as a result of strength improvement due to the addition of PRGs will result in a 133 

reduction of the environmental impact of Portland cement products thanks to reduced CO2 134 

emission. 135 

2. Experimental programs 136 

2.1. Materials 137 

The physical properties of four different PRG sizes provided by First Graphene Ltd in Perth, 138 

Australia are shown in Table 1. From the table, it is important to note that although they are 139 

different in sizes, the other properties are similar. General purpose cement provided by 140 

Adelaide Brighton Cement LTD and complied with Australian Standard AS 3972-2010 [35] 141 

was used as the binder of mortar mixes and its typical chemical properties are shown in Table 142 

2. Natural sand with 2.36-mm maximum particle sizes was used as fine-aggregate of mortar 143 
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mixes. MasterGlenium SKY 8100 complied with Australian Standard AS 1478.1-2000 [36] 144 

was used as the superplasticizer to improve the dispersion of PRGs in water.   145 

2.2.  Specimens 146 

In this study, we designed the mixes with different PRG sizes at the optimal dosage (0.07% 147 

PRG), which is based on our previous study [32] on the effects of PRG concentrations on 148 

mechanical properties of cement mortars, to investigate the effects of different PRG sizes on 149 

mechanical, physicochemical, and microstructural properties of cement mortars. The details 150 

of the designed mixes of cementitious composites are shown in Table 3. As shown in the 151 

table, the four different PRG sizes considered in this study are a small size 5µm, a large size 152 

46µm, and two ultra-large sizes 56µm and 73µm. Prior to the mixing of the mortars, the 153 

aqueous solutions including water, superplasticizer and PRG were sonicated for 30 minutes 154 

by using Ultrasonication UIP1000hdT. Then, these solutions were gradually added for 5 155 

minutes to natural sand and binder, which were mixed for four minutes. All samples were 156 

vibrated for one minute after mounting to mitigate entrapped air during the mounting process. 157 

After that, they were covered with wet fabrics and plastic sheets to prevent moisture loss and 158 

were demounted after 24 hours cured at room temperature. After that, all the samples 159 

continued to be cured in a fog room until testing days.  160 

2.3. Test methods 161 

Compressive and tensile strengths were tested at 7 and 28 days to investigate the influence of 162 

different PRG sizes on cement mortars. For compression, 50×50×50 mm3 cubes complied 163 

with ASTM C109/C109M-07 [37] were used. Dog-bone shaped samples, according to ASTM 164 

C307-03 [38], were used for tensile tests. The values of each designed mix at testing days 165 

were calculated by averaging values obtained from three nominal identical samples of each 166 
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mix. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were obtained by using the FEI Quanta 450 to 167 

analyze PRG sizes and surface morphologies of the mortars. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was 168 

performed by using the Rigaku MiniFlex 600 X-Ray diffractometer to find the mineralogical 169 

characteristics of cement hydration products of the mortars and PRGs. Fourier transform 170 

infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was conducted using the Nicolet 6700 to determine specific 171 

functional groups of PRG-cement based mortars. Raman spectra and particle size distribution 172 

(PSD) were respectively performed by using the HORIBA LabRAM HR Evolution and 173 

Mastersizer 2000 - Malvern to test the number of layers and particle sizes of PRGs. Analysis 174 

of variance (ANOVA) method was also used to evaluate how significant effects of different 175 

PRG sizes on compressive and tensile strengths of PRG-cement based mortars. 176 

3. Results and Discussion 177 

3.1. Characteristics of PRGs  178 

Fig. 1 shows typical SEM images and related PSD graphs of four PRG samples used for this 179 

study. As shown in the figure, their average particle sizes determined from SEM and PSD 180 

data are 5±2µm (Fig. 1(a)), 43±8µm (Fig. 1(b)), 56±12µm (Fig. 1(c)) and 73±13µm (Fig. 181 

1(d)), and the PRG structures show wrinkled and irregular shapes with few layer thicknesses. 182 

Their XRD patterns presented in Fig. 2(a) show the typical peaks of these PRGs at the position 183 

26.64°, resulting in their d-spacing between layers is 0.334nm that can contribute to a few 184 

layers of PRGs [28, 39]. Fig. 2(b) shows the Raman spectra of different PRG sizes. As shown 185 

in the figure, the relative intensity ratios of ID/ID’ and I2D/IG of all the PRG samples are 186 

respectively below 3.5 and 1. These mean that these PRG samples don’t have basal plane 187 

defects [40] and contain mostly several layers (from four layers) [41], showing the high 188 

quality of PRGs used in this study and being consistent with their average thickness and other 189 

properties provided by the provider. 190 
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3.2. Mechanical properties of PRG-cement based mortars 191 

Compressive strengths and their enhancement rates at 7 and 28 days of the mortars with 192 

different PRG sizes are shown in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), the addition of PRGs 193 

has a positive effect on compressive strengths of the mortars at 7 and 28 days regardless of 194 

PRG sizes. The mix with size 56µm shows the highest compressive strength at 7 days and 28 195 

days (49.96 MPa and 56.33 MPa respectively), which increase approximately 36.8% and 196 

34.3%, respectively, in comparison with the control mix that is 36.53 MPa and 41.96 MPa. A 197 

similar trend is observed in size 73µm, which rises approximately 24.3% and 30.1% at 7 days 198 

and 28 days, respectively. However, the mixes with size 5µm and 43µm present low 199 

enhancement rates in compressive strengths of cement based mortars at both testing days, 200 

which are respectively approximately 0.5% and 4.5% for size 5µm, and 7% and 7.7% for size 201 

43µm. Therefore, it is concluded that the ultra-large sizes (56µm and 73µm) have a stronger 202 

influence on compressive strengths of cementitious composites than those of the small size 203 

and large size (5µm and 43µm), which will be discussed in Section 3.3. 204 

Fig. 4 presents tensile strengths and their enhancement rates at 7 days and 28 days of the 205 

mortars with different PRG sizes. Fig. 4(a), (b) shows that tensile strengths of the PRG-cement 206 

mortars of different PRG sizes at both testing days increase with the addition of PRG, and 207 

their enhancement strength rates depend on the sizes of PRGs. The size 73µm mix shows the 208 

highest values in direct tensile strengths at 7 days (4.14 MPa) and 28 days (5.05 MPa), which 209 

enhance approximately 33.5% and 38.6%, respectively, compared to the control mix (3.1 MPa 210 

at 7 days and 3.67 MPa at 28 days). The size 43µm and 56µm mixes show similar 211 

enhancement rates in tensile strengths of the mortar mixes at 7 and 28 days, which respectively 212 

increase approximately 25% and 26.3% for size 43µm, and 25.3% and 26.9% for size 56µm. 213 

In contrast, the mix with size 5µm presents the lowest enhancement in tensile strengths at 214 
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both testing days, which are approximately 10.1% at 7 days and 3.1% at 28 days. In summary, 215 

it is evident from the results that the large size (43µm) and ultra-large sizes (56µm and 73µm) 216 

shows significant enhancement on tensile strengths of the cement mortars whereas the small 217 

size (5µm) presents less enhancement on tensile strengths of cementitious composites, which 218 

will be further discussed in Section 3.3.   219 

3.3. Physicochemical, microstructural and ANOVA analyses of PRG-cement mortars 220 

with different sizes of PRGs   221 

3.3.1 XRD, FTIR and SEM characterizations   222 

The XRD patterns of the mortars with different sizes of PRGs at 28 days are shown in Fig. 223 

5(a). It is important to note that these XRD spectra were standardized to the equal intensity at 224 

the major peak of natural sand of 26.7° for making the equal percentage of existing sand in 225 

all the samples [32, 42]. Also, only main crystalline phases that relate to the cement hydration 226 

process were marked in XRD patterns to avoid a distraction from the analysis (most of the 227 

remaining peaks, such as 21.2°, 36.7°, or 77.9°, indicate crystalline phases of quartz [32]). As 228 

shown in Fig. 5(a), all the samples have similar spectrum patterns, showing similar main 229 

crystalline phases confirmed including cement hydration products (i.e. Portlandite and 230 

Ettringite) and un-hydrated cement (i.e. Alite). This means the addition of PRGs into 231 

cementitious composites does not create any new crystalline phases in the cement matrix. 232 

Moreover, the main cement hydration product in cementitious composites is calcium silicate 233 

hydrate (CSH) gels could not recognize in these spectra because CSH gels often exist at 234 

amorphous phases in a cement matrix and it is thus hard to identify with XRD test  [29, 43]. 235 

However, CSH contents can be inferred from the contents of portlandite and alite phases [32, 236 

42]. It can also be seen from the figure that the portlandite phases in the mixes with size 43µm, 237 

56µm and 73µm show higher intensities than the others. This observation, together with the 238 
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fewer contents of alite in these mixes (size 43µm, 56µm and 73µm) compared with those in 239 

the other mixes (control and size 5µm), can result in higher degrees of the hydration of cement 240 

pastes in these mixes than the control and size 5µm mixes [32, 42]. This could account for the 241 

better enhancement in compressive and tensile strengths of the large size and ultra-large sizes 242 

than the others due to higher CSH gels created, as discussed above in Section 3.2. Moreover, 243 

it can also be seen in Fig.5(a) that although the mix with size 5µm has the higher peak intensity 244 

of un-hydrated alite phases than the control, it still has a higher peak intensity of portlandite 245 

than the control. This could be because the mix with size 5µm had a higher amount of belite 246 

hydrated in the cement hydration process than the control (i.e. (alite, belite) + H2O  ® 247 

portlandite + CSH [28, 32]), contributing to a higher peak intensity of portlandite of this mix 248 

at the short-term mechanical strengths.     249 

Fig. 5(b) shows the FTIR patterns of the mixes with different PRG sizes at 28 days. As 250 

shown in the figure, all the samples have similar spectra with some functional groups 251 

determined in the range of the band from 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1, showing that there are no 252 

new distinguishing groups observed in all the samples, which are consistent with the results 253 

of XRD discussed above and the previous research [44]. From the figure, some functional 254 

groups are observed in these samples including Si-O bonds in CSH gels, which are in the 255 

ranges of 400-550 cm-1 and 800-1200 cm-1 [45, 46], and O-H bond in CSH gels and 256 

portlandite, which are in the range of 2800-3600 cm-1 [46, 47] and 3600-3650 cm-1 [45, 48]. 257 

C-O bond in (CO3)2- groups are observed in a range of 1350-1550 cm-1 [46, 47], which 258 

indicates the appearance of CaCO3 in these samples due to the chemical reaction between 259 

cement products and carbon dioxide during the curing and testing period. Although all the 260 

spectra show the same functional groups, it is evident from the figure that the intensities of 261 

functional groups belonging to CSH gels in the mixes with PRGs are higher than the control. 262 
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This could be attributed to higher hydration degrees of cement binder in the mortars with 263 

PRGs additive, resulting in the improvement in compressive and tensile strengths of these 264 

mixes as discussed above in Section 3.2.   265 

SEM images of microstructures of the mortars with different sizes of PRGs at 28 days are 266 

shown in Fig. 6. It is evident from the figure that although these samples show similar 267 

components in their SEM images, they are different from how these components are 268 

distributed and compacted. In particular, the control mix and size 5µm mix not only show less 269 

compact in the microstructure, which is large sizes in microcracks and less dense in the 270 

interfacial transition zones (ITZ) (Fig. 6(a) and (c)), but also present smaller sizes of crystal 271 

components and larger contents of pores distributed in the cement matrix (Fig. 6(b) and (d)) 272 

than the others (Fig. 6(e)-(j)). It can also be seen from the figure that the mixes with size 56µm 273 

(Fig. 6(g), (h)) and 73µm (Fig. 6(i), (j)) show the most compact in the cement matrix of the 274 

mortars, followed by the size 43µm mix (Fig. 6(e), (f)). This is attributed to the higher cement 275 

hydration degree and a stronger connection between PRGs and cement gels in the cement 276 

matrix of these mixes than the others, resulting in their stronger enhancement rates in 277 

compression and tension [29, 32, 49] as discussed in Section 3.2. 278 

From the above observations and analyses, it can be concluded that physicochemical, 279 

microstructural and mechanical properties of cement-based mortars are strongly dependent 280 

on the sizes of PRGs additives. The benefits of PRG additives in the cement matrix could 281 

come from the combination of the following reasons: (1) a part of the enhancement in the 282 

cement hydration process due to the better spreading water of PRGs in a cement matrix, and 283 

the reduction of distances between cement particles in cement gels because of the effect of 284 

van der Waals forces between PRGs [18, 32, 49]; (2) most of the mechanical adhesion forces 285 

created from the friction forces between surfaces of PRGs and cement gels [32], suggesting 286 
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that PRGs with larger sizes will have stronger friction adhesion forces due to having larger 287 

surface areas to connect with cement gels (e.g. 5µm×5µm (25µm2), 73µm×73µm (5329µm2)), 288 

resulting in their better enhancement rates in mechanical strengths of cement composites as 289 

discussed in Section 3.2. This type of friction forces between PRGs and cement gels was also 290 

identified by previous research in simulation studies using molecular dynamics simulation 291 

methods [50, 51]. Therefore, PRGs can reinforce cement gels in cementitious composites, 292 

integrating PRGs into cement gels to create PRG-cementitious gels in the cement matrix, 293 

resulting in the improvement of microstructures of the PRG-cement mortars and contributing 294 

to a better capacity in stress-distribution and propagation of cracks of these PRG-cement 295 

mixes.  296 

3.3.2 ANOVA analysis to evaluate the benefit of different sizes of PRGs on compressive 297 

and tensile strengths of cement mortars 298 

The ANOVA analysis by applying the Dunnett method is used to determine whether the 299 

enhancement of different sizes of PRGs on compressive and tensile strengths of cement 300 

mortars is statistically significant or not. This analysis method is based on the null hypothesis 301 

theory with a significant level of 0.05 to assess how significant differences between the mortar 302 

mixes, which is detailed in previous studies [52, 53]. The results of the ANOVA analyses for 303 

compressive strengths at 7 days and 28 days of the different mixes are shown in Table 4. As 304 

can be seen from the table, only the ultra-large sizes mixes (size 56µm and 73µm) are 305 

significant improvements in compressive strengths at both testing days compared to the others 306 

(their P-values < 0.05). Moreover, while the size 56µm mix shows the most benefit at the 7 307 

days test because it shows significant difference even with the size 73µm (i.e. P-value=0.009), 308 

there is no significant difference between them at 28 days (i.e. P-value=0.186).  309 
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Table 5 presents the results of the ANOVA tests at 7 days and 28 days for tensile strengths 310 

of the different mortars. It is evident from the table that the mixes with size 43µm, 56µm and 311 

73µm show significant benefit in tensile strengths at both testing days compared with the 312 

control. In addition, the size 73µm mix presents the strongest effect at the age of 7 days 313 

compared to size 43µm (i.e. P-value=0.026) and size 56µm (i.e. P-value=0.03), whereas there 314 

are no significant differences between these PRG sizes on tensile strengths at 28-day. 315 

In summary, it is evident from all the above analyses that compressive and tensile 316 

strengths of cement based mortars at 7 days and 28 days strongly depend on the sizes of PRG 317 

additives. While the small size (5µm) does not show any significant influence on compressive 318 

and tensile strengths of the cement mortars at both testing days, the large size (43µm) only 319 

shows a significant influence on tensile strengths at both testing days. In contrast, the ultra-320 

large sizes (56µm and 73µm) show a significant influence on both compression and tension 321 

at all the testing days. This confirms the strong benefit of the ultra-large sizes on the 322 

mechanical properties of cementitious composites. 323 

3.3.3 Prediction the benefit of PRG additive to reduce the amount of Portland cement 324 

used in building materials 325 

As mentioned in the Introduction Section, the use of Portland cement accounts for about 7% 326 

of CO2 emission into the atmosphere globally, causing greenhouse gases. Thus, it is important 327 

to find methods to reduce the amount of cement used in building materials without impacting 328 

on requirements of their designed strengths. In this case, PRG appears as a promising additive 329 

for building materials to reduce the amount of Portland cement used globally. From the 330 

previous sections, it can be concluded that the addition of PRGs to cement mortars can 331 

enhance their mechanical strengths. The ultra-large sizes (56µm and 73µm) show the 332 

significant improvement in both compressive and tensile strengths at all the testing days. 333 
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As discussed in Section 3.2, the size 56µm mix can enhance the 28-day compressive and 334 

tensile strengths of the mortar up to 56.33 MPa (34.3%) and 4.62 MPa (26.9%) compared 335 

to the control mix 41.96 MPa and 3.67 MPa, respectively. In practice, we often use the 336 

compressive strength at 28 days as the most important parameter to design for new 337 

constructions. As shown in Table 3, the mass of Portland cement in 1 m3 of cement mortars 338 

for the current design mixes is 527 kg, and the compressive strength at 28 days of the control 339 

mix is 41.96 MPa. Based on compressive strengths of cement pastes and water/cement ratio 340 

of mortars, we can predict compressive strengths of cement mortars and one of the precise 341 

design-oriented models for predicting was proposed by Kargari et al. [54], which considers 342 

different formulas for different cement paste classes. In this study, we used the cement paste 343 

with 45 MPa at 28-day compressive strength. According to Kargari et al. [54], the formula 344 

used to predict compressive strengths of cement mortars with cement paste class 42.5 MPa is 345 

shown below: 346 

 f’c28 = 25.32(1/(W/C)-0.443); (1) 347 

where W/C means water and cement ratios. The water and cement ratio we used in this study 348 

is 0.485. According to the formula above, the compressive strength of the cement mortar is 349 

40.1 MPa, which is only a 2.31% error compared to the experimental result (41.96 MPa). If 350 

we simply assume that the required compressive strength for designing building construction 351 

is 56.33 MPa. From Equation (1), the requirement of water and cement ratio for the cement 352 

mortar calculated is 0.375. Thus, the mass of Portland cement for the practical design mix 353 

with the above water and cement ratio (0.375) is 610 kg. This means if we use 369 gram PRG 354 

size 56µm as the additive for 1 m3 cement mortar with 0.485 water/cement ratio, we can 355 

reduce about 83 kg ( ¯15.75%) Portland cement for the required compressive strength at 0.375 356 
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water/cement ratio. As reported in Refs. [8-10], it takes approximately 4 billion tons of cement 357 

production in the world yearly, and thus, PRG additive can support to reduce the mass of 358 

cement production down to 3.37 billion tons, which can decrease approximately 1.1% of the 359 

CO2 emission caused by cement production every year. This will be a significant contribution 360 

to mitigate greenhouse gases, which accounts for the global warming gases and climate 361 

change.  The PGR is produced  by electrochemical process which is recognized as one of the 362 

greenest  and most environmentally sustainable graphene manufacturing process with minor 363 

CO2 and environmental (water/waste) footprint compared with other conventional processes 364 

involving acid oxidation and reduction (rGO) with enormous environmental footprint [55]   365 

4. Conclusions 366 

The effects of different sizes of PRGs on physicochemical, microstructural and mechanical 367 

properties of cement-based mortars have been presented and evaluated in this study. Based 368 

on the results and discussion above, the following conclusions have been drawn: 369 

• The addition of PRGs additive to cement-based mortars enhances their compressive and 370 

tensile strengths at 7 days and 28 days. The enhancement accounts for the improvement 371 

of compactness of mortars, which is due to the increase in cement hydration degrees, the 372 

reduction of distances between cement particles, and the most important part from 373 

mechanical adhesion forces between PRGs and cement gels. 374 

• Compressive and tensile strengths of the cement mortars considerably depend on the sizes 375 

of PRGs additive. While the small size (5µm) presents no significant effect on both 376 

mechanical tests, the large size (43µm) only shows a significant influence on tensile 377 

strengths. The ultra-large sizes (56µm and 73µm) have shown the most prominent benefit 378 

to compressive and tensile strengths at both testing days. 379 
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• The results from XRD, FTIR, and SEM analyses show that compressive and tensile 380 

strengths PRG-cement mortars have a close relationship with their physicochemical and 381 

microstructure properties. The higher mechanical strengths they are, the better 382 

microstructures they have. 383 

• The use of PRGs in cement composites as an additive can support to reduce the mass of 384 

cement production, and thus decrease the amount of the CO2 emission into the 385 

atmosphere caused by cement production, contributing to mitigating the global warming 386 

gases and climate change yearly. 387 

The results from the study confirm the prominent benefit of the ultra-large sizes on 388 

mechanical properties of cementitious composites. This provides the potential to apply ultra-389 

large PRG sizes to cementitious composites as additives to not only enhance both compressive 390 

and tensile strengths but also contribute to alleviating the global warming gases. The study 391 

also contributes to providing a fast track in studying PRG and cement composites to 392 

investigate the influence of PRGs on other properties of cementitious composites, such as 393 

permeability, toughness, shrinkage, or corrosion; therefore, the application of this promising 394 

additive in practice for building materials could complete soon.   395 
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